20,000 JEWS FACE EXPULSION FROM ALSACE-LORRAINE

VICHY, France, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Nazi anti-Jewish action is becoming increasingly drastic in occupied France, particularly in Alsace-Lorraine where some 20,000 Jews who failed to escape face expulsion, it was reported here today.

Refugees arriving from Alsace-Lorraine estimated that 15,000 Jews succeeded in leaving the territory. They said the Nazis, before permitting them to depart, had confiscated most of their belongings, allowing them to take only 5,000 francs worth of hand luggage.

No Jew, Negro or North African refugee who previously resided in Alsace-Lorraine has been permitted to return home along with other returning refugees, it was stated.

Meanwhile, police raids are continuing on a wide scale in the occupied area, especially in Paris. A number of Jewish institutions, business offices and apartments have been raided, but few persons have been arrested thus far, it was reported.

Jews and Negroes are forbidden to enter well-known Paris cafes such as the Dupont, in the Latin quarter, and the Colisee and the Triomphe. Jews are banned from the Stock Exchange and the bank accounts of some prominent Jews have been blocked.

Conditions have been made so difficult for Jews, Negroes and North Africans in the entire occupied zone that the French authorities in the free zone have been compelled to advise these categories not to return home unless imperatively urgent.

ALL INTERMARRIAGES ANNULLED AS RUMANIA ENACTS SWEEPING ANTI-JEWISH CODE

BUCHAREST, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Rumania's new anti-Semitic code--dividing Jews into three restricted social and economic classes--was published Friday on the front page of all Bucharest newspapers.

A separate decree law, forbidding the inter-marriage of Jews and persons of "Rumanian blood" and annulling all mixed marriages that had occurred in the past, was published alongside the general decree law reducing Jews to the inferior social and economic level reserved for them in the "New Order" now being established in Europe.

The two anti-Semitic laws, along with the text of Premier Ion Gigurtu's speech Thursday night exhorting the Rumanian nation to accept with calm the territorial
sacrifices they will be called on to make, pushed all other news off the front page.

It is considered significant that the publication of the anti-Semitic code and the Premier's speech were timed to appear, side by side, in the same edition of all Rumanian newspapers.

Observers here interpret the coincidence as an attempt on the part of the Government to divert the attention of readers from the unpleasant thought of the amputation of territory to the thought, pleasant to some, that Gentile businessmen and professionals will no longer have to compete with Jews on an equal footing.

Henceforth, "blood Rumanians" will be the patricians of the new totalitarian Rumania while her 450,000 Jews will serve as the plebéians.

By far the most onerous of the new restrictions on Jewish liberty is the retroactive provision of the special ban on intermarriage. As a matter of fact, however, it will not be the full-blooded Jews who will suffer most from this provision, but the offspring of all the mixed marriages that have occurred in Rumania since the limited emancipation of Jews in 1879 after the war of independence.

By the retroactive nullification of all such marriages, the offspring of first and second class Jews—and they number many thousands—will be reduced to the status of illegitimates and stripped of their civil rights.

Except for this provision—perhaps the most stringent of any anti-Jewish law of modern times, except the Nuremberg laws in Germany—the new Rumanian anti-Semitic code is somewhat less onerous than that of Hungary, which it markedly resembles.

The law defines Jews as all persons of Mosaic faith, all offspring of such persons, all persons born of a Christian mother and an unbaptized Jewish father, all Christians born of an unmarried Jewish mother; all wives of Christians not baptized before June 20, 1940 (the day the Party of the Nation was established), all Jewish atheists and all persons belonging to Jewish communities. Baptism after the publication of the law will not change a person's Jewish status.

The three classes into which Jews are divided are as follows:

1—All Jews who were living in Rumania prior to Dec. 30, 1918, after "Old Rumania" had acquired Transylvania from Hungary and Bessarabia from Russia.

2—All Jews naturalized by individual decrees before Dec. 30, 1918; all Jews naturalized collectively according to the provision of the modified constitution of 1879; all Jews living in the Dobrudja who were naturalized following its annexation in 1879; all Jews who fought "on the line of fire" in Rumanian wars and who were not taken prisoner individually, or disappeared, or who entered the territory occupied by Germany from 1916 to 1918; all Jews who were wounded, decorated or cited by decree for acts of bravery in time of war; and finally all descendants of Jews who were killed in action of their widows.

3—To the third class of Jews belong all persons—at least three-quarters of the present Rumanian Jewish population—who do not pertain to either of the two foregoing classes.
(According to latest official Rumanian figures, quoted by the German wireless, the country's 450,000 Jews are divided into categories as follows: 210,000 in Class I, comprising all Jews who came to Rumania after Dec. 30, 1918; 10,000 in Class II, including all those who were nationalized in Rumania until Dec. 30, 1918 and who were at the front in Rumania's wars; 250,000 in Class III, which comprises all other Jews. This census was taken according to membership in the Jewish denomination. With the cession of Bessarabia and North Bukowina to Soviet Russia, roughly 350,000 Jews were taken over by the U.S.S.R., the German wireless said.)

First and third class Jews are deprived of the rights to become civil servants, members of any profession having direct relation with the civil services—that is, all lawyers and all other professionals, including doctors, employed by official boards, committees, services, and corporations.

These Jews are also deprived of the right to become members of the boards of directors of any enterprise, public or private. The provision which will perhaps work the greatest hardship on the Jewish community in general, however, is that which bans Jewish merchants from all Rumanian villages. In general, all such persons are relatively poor and lack the means of readapting themselves to new modes of existence that many urban professionals possess.

One prohibition on first and third class Jews is interesting mainly as a curiosity: the ban on all Jewish tutors and guardians of Christian "incapables."

Certain provisions are reminiscent of the anti-Jewish law in Hungary—those forbidding Jews to belong to or to lead national sporting associations or teams, to deal in tobacco, liquor or other monopoly products, and to sell newspapers, magazines and books printed in Rumanian.

As in Hungary, too, Jews will no longer be allowed to become army officers. Their military service obligations will remain unchanged, however, except under certain conditions, when they may satisfy their military obligations by the payment of a special tax.

The new anti-Semitic code permits first class Jews, however, to follow any free profession recognized by law provided they hold no office in any professional organization. It permits third class Jews to follow any profession not specifically banned by previous decrees. Second class Jews—that is, war veterans and their descendants and all Jews living in Old Rumânia who were naturalized prior to 1919—are deprived of none of their civil rights except the right to own rural property, use Rumanian names, and to follow a military career.

All rural property owned by the Jews of whatever class will be liquidated. The Government reserves for itself, however, first right in the purchase of all Jewish property.

The law makes no mention of educational rights for Jews except to state that "primary, secondary, professional and superior educational facilities for Jews" will be defined by decree at some time in the future.

Hertofore Jews have had the right under the constitution to enter all State schools of whatever category, but in practice they have had to pay special fees in primary and secondary schools and have been excluded by numerus clausus—and in some cases numeros nullus—regulations in colleges and universities.
CONVERSIONS, SPURRED BY RACIAL LAWS, RISE IN ITALY

ROME, Aug. 11. (ONA) -- A wave of conversions to Catholicism from Judaism since Italy's adoption of racialism is giving rise to fears that Italian Jewry will not long survive as an organized community.

Figures available today reveal that 5,500 Jews have either been converted or have withdrawn from the Jewish Community, which is a preliminary step to conversion. This figure represents 18 per cent of the total Jewish population in Italy.

The current epidemic of conversions is generally attributed to international developments and the desire of those seeing no other possibilities to secure the protection of the Church. Most of the converts hope that membership in the Church will exempt them from the racial laws, but actually the Vatican has not yet succeeded in persuading Fascism to recognize the Church creed of brotherhood in Catholicism despite racial origin. This is still a point of major divergence between the Church and the State.

One result of the situation is that a number of full-blooded Jewish Catholics are considered "Aryans" while members of their families are regarded under the laws as Jews.

One of the racial decrees specifies that "Aryanization" may be achieved by proving illegitimacy as a consequence of a mother's relations with an "Aryan." Since no one wants to reflect against his mother's morality, there have been many cases of unearthing transgressions on the part of long-buried grandmothers.

Italian Jewish communities have been severely affected by the present situation. Under a Government decree all Jews are compelled to give a proportion of their income to the Jewish Community. The numerous withdrawals, therefore, have severely affected the Community's income at a time when relief demands have become most urgent.

There has also been a wave of conversions among foreign Jews here, one reason being that conversion often means a possibility to escape overseas through the help of the Church. The Vatican has received 3,000 immigration visas to Brazil, many of which will be allotted to converts. The Church also frequently aids those awaiting visas.

ITALIAN JEWS INDEMNIFIED FOR AIR RAID LOSSES

ROME, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Italian Jews who have incurred losses as a result of air raids are being indemnified without discrimination, it was learned today. Petitions for compensation by Jews of Tripoli, submitted after a bomb fell in the Jewish quarter of that city, were immediately approved by the Colonial Ministry.

JEWS IN NAZI-HELD AREAS AIDED WITHOUT BENEFIT TO REICH ECONOMY

NEW YORK, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Emergency assistance is being extended to large sections of 2,900,000 Jews in Nazi-held areas without benefiting the German economy, it was announced today by the United Jewish Appeal.

Through a financial clearance arrangement, no American dollars have ever been sent into German territory by the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, a participant in the U.J.A. Funds are made available in marks or zlotys to relief committees for the J.D.C. program in Germany and Poland, by Jews emigrating to other parts of the world. In turn, the J.D.C. pays transportation fees for these refugees to steamship companies outside of Germany.

(Continued on reverse side)
NAZIS REPORT YUGOSLAVIA PLANS DRASTIC CURB ON JEWS

ZURICH, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- The German wireless, pressing its campaign to spread anti-Semitism in south-eastern Europe, reported today that the Yugoslavian Government was preparing "a drastic legal measure to break Jewish influence in Yugoslavia," as part of which "many Jews will be deprived of Yugoslavian citizenship."

CRACOW JEWS TOLD TO GO TO WARSAW, OTHER LARGE CITIES

GENEVA, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- The 65,000 Jews ordered by the Nazi authorities to leave Cracow have been urged to go to Warsaw and other large cities, the Krakauer Zeitung reports.

Transport facilities have been reportedly offered the Jews by the Nazis and the first to leave will be bachelors, followed successively by young girls and families. The Journal de Geneve last week reported that 10,000 of the 65,000 Jews ordered to depart will be permitted to remain to prevent a commercial dislocation in Cracow.

GUSTAVE KAHN, FRENCH POET, OTHERS ARRIVE IN LISBON

LISBON, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Gustave Kahn, the French poet, Mme. Kate Knopfmacher of the Geneva bureau of the World Jewish Congress, Emile Dreyfuss and Max Nussbaum are among those who arrived here today.

Suzanne Blum has sailed for the United States and Pierre Lazareff, former editor of the Paris-Soir, and Dalio, the film actress, for Mexico aboard the S.S. Quanza, via New York, among a party of 100 Jewish refugees en route to Mexico, Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic, 50 of whom were assisted to emigrate by the HIAS-ICA Emigration Association.

Herbert Katzki, of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, has returned to Lisbon after a survey of the position of Jews in unoccupied France. Bernard Melamed, secretary of the HIAS-ICA, is shortly proceeding to London.

RABBI GRODZIENSKI DEAD IN LITHUANIA AT 78

WILNO, Lithuania, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Funeral services were held today for Chief Rabbi Chaim Oser Grodzienski, known as the Wilner Gaon (Sage of Wilno) and dean of the orthodox rabbinate, who died suddenly yesterday at the age of 78.

In recent months Rabbi Grodzienski had been active in relief work for Polish Jewish refugees. As long ago as last February a Palestine immigration certificate was reserved for him, but he did not avail himself of it. He was honorary president of the Federation of Agudist Organizations in the Baltic region, formed last year.
20,000 JEWS FACE EXPULSION FROM ALSACE-LORRAINE

VICHY, France, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Nazi anti-Jewish action is becoming increasingly drastic in occupied France, particularly in Alsace-Lorraine where some 20,000 Jews who failed to escape face expulsion, it was reported here today.

Refugees arriving from Alsace-Lorraine estimated that 15,000 Jews succeeded in leaving the territory. They said the Nazis, before permitting them to depart, had confiscated most of their belongings, allowing them to take only 5,000 francs worth of hand luggage.

No Jew, Negro or North African refugee who previously resided in Alsace-Lorraine has been permitted to return home along with other returning refugees, it was stated.

Meanwhile, police raids are continuing on a wide scale in the occupied area, especially in Paris. A number of Jewish institutions, business offices and apartments have been raided, but few persons have been arrested thus far, it was reported.

Jews and Negroes are forbidden to enter well-known Paris cafes such as the Dupont, in the Latin quarter, and the Colisee and the Triomphe. Jews are banned from the Stock Exchange and the bank accounts of some prominent Jews have been blocked.

Conditions have been made so difficult for Jews, Negroes and North Africans in the entire occupied zone that the French authorities in the free zone have been compelled to advise these categories not to return home unless imperatively urgent.

ALL INTERMARRIAGES ANNULLED AS HUMANIA ENACTS SWEEPING ANTI-JEWISH CODE

BUCHAREST, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Rumania's new anti-Semitic code--dividing Jews into three restricted social and economic classes--was published Friday on the front page of all Bucharest newspapers.

A separate decree law, forbidding the inter-marriage of Jews and persons of "Rumanian blood" and annulling all mixed marriages that had occurred in the past, was published alongside the general decree law reducing Jews to the inferior social and economic level reserved for them in the "New Order" now being established in Europe.

The two anti-Semitic laws, along with the text of Premier Ion Gigurtu's speech Thursday night exhorting the Rumanian nation to accept with calm the territorial
sacrifices they will be called on to make, pushed all other news off the front page.

It is considered significant that the publication of the anti-Semitic code and the Premier's speech were timed to appear, side by side, in the same edition of all Rumanian newspapers.

Observers here interpret the coincidence as an attempt on the part of the Government to divert the attention of readers from the unpleasant thought of the amputation of territory to the thought, pleasant to some, that Gentile businessmen and professionals will no longer have to compete with Jews on an equal footing.

Henceforth, "blood Rumanians" will be the patricians of the new totalitarian Rumania while her 450,000 Jews will serve as the plebeians.

By far the most onerous of the new restrictions on Jewish liberty is the retroactive provision of the special ban on intermarriage. As a matter of fact, however, it will not be the full-blooded Jews who will suffer most from this provision, but the offspring of all the mixed marriages that have occurred in Rumania since the limited emancipation of Jews in 1879 after the war of independence.

By the retroactive nullification of all such marriages, the offspring of first and second class Jews—and they number many thousands—will be reduced to the status of illegitimates and stripped of their civil rights.

Except for this provision—perhaps the most stringent of any anti-Jewish law of modern times, except the Nuremberg laws in Germany—the new Rumanian anti-Semitic code is somewhat less onerous than that of Hungary, which it markedly resembles.

The law defines Jews as all persons of Mosaic faith, all offspring of such persons, all persons born of a Christian mother and an unbaptized Jewish father, all Christians born of an unmarried Jewish mother, all wives of Christians not baptized before June 30, 1940 (the day the Party of the Nation was established), all Jewish atheists and all persons belonging to Jewish communities. Baptism after the publication of the law will not change a person's Jewish status.

The three classes into which Jews are divided are as follows:

1—All Jews who were living in Rumania prior to Dec. 30, 1918, after "Old Rumania" had acquired Transylvania from Hungary and Bessarabia from Russia.

2—All Jews naturalized by individual decrees before Dec. 30, 1918; all Jews naturalized collectively according to the provision of the modified constitution of 1879; all Jews living in the Dobruja who were naturalized following its annexation in 1879; all Jews who fought "on the line of fire" in Rumanian wars and who were not taken prisoner individually, or disappeared, or who entered the territory occupied by Germany from 1916 to 1918; all Jews who were wounded, decorated or cited by decree for acts of bravery in time of war; and finally all descendants of Jews who were killed in action of their widows.

3—To the third class of Jews belong all persons—at least three-quarters of the present Rumanian Jewish population—who do not pertain to either of the two foregoing classes.
(According to latest official Rumanian figures, quoted by the German wireless, the country's 450,000 Jews are divided into categories as follows: 210,000 in Class I, comprising all Jews who came to Rumania after Dec. 30, 1918; 10,000 in Class II, including all those who were nationalized in Rumania until Dec. 30, 1918 and who were at the front in Rumania's wars; 250,000 in Class III, which comprises all other Jews. This census was taken according to membership in the Jewish denomination. With the cession of Bessarabia and North Bukowina to Soviet Russia, roughly 330,000 Jews were taken over by the U.S.S.R., the German wireless said.)

First and third class Jews are deprived of the rights to become civil servants, members of any profession having direct relation with the civil services—that is, all lawyers and all other professionals, including doctors, employed by official boards, committees, services, and corporations.

These Jews are also deprived of the right to become members of the boards of directors of any enterprise, public or private. The provision which will perhaps work the greatest hardship on the Jewish community in general, however, is that which bans Jewish merchants from all Rumanian villages. In general, all such persons are relatively poor and lack the means of readapting themselves to new modes of existence that many urban professionals possess.

One prohibition on first and third class Jews is interesting mainly as a curiosity: the ban on all Jewish tutors and guardians of Christian "incapables."

Certain provisions are reminiscent of the anti-Jewish law in Hungary—those forbidding Jews to belong to or to lead national sporting associations or teams, to deal in tobacco, liquor or other monopoly products, and to sell newspapers, magazines and books printed in Rumanian.

As in Hungary, too, Jews will no longer be allowed to become army officers. Their military service obligations will remain unchanged, however, except under certain conditions, when they may satisfy their military obligations by the payment of a special tax.

The new anti-Semitic code permits first class Jews, however, to follow any free profession recognized by law provided they hold no office in any professional organization. It permits third class Jews to follow any profession not specifically banned by previous decrees. Second class Jews—that is, war veterans and their descendants and all Jews living in Old Rumânia who were naturalized prior to 1919—are deprived of none of their civil rights except the right to own rural property, use Rumanian names, and to follow a military career.

All rural property owned by the Jews of whatever class will be liquidated. The Government reserves for itself, however, first right in the purchase of all Jewish property.

The law makes no mention of educational rights for Jews except to state that "primary, secondary, professional and superior educational facilities for Jews" will be defined by decree at some time in the future.

Heretofore Jews have had the right under the constitution to enter all State schools of whatever category, but in practice they have had to pay special fees in primary and secondary schools and have been excluded by numerus clausus—and in some cases numerus nullus—regulations in colleges and universities.
CONVERSIONS, SPURRED BY RACIAL LAWS, RISE IN ITALY

ROME, Aug. 11. (ONA) -- A wave of conversions to Catholicism from Judaism since Italy's adoption of racialism is giving rise to fears that Italian Jewry will not long survive as an organized community.

Figures available today reveal that 5,500 Jews have either been converted or have withdrawn from the Jewish Community, which is a preliminary step to conversion. This figure represents 18 per cent of the total Jewish population in Italy.

The current epidemic of conversions is generally attributed to international developments and the desire of those seeing no other possibilities to secure the protection of the Church. Most of the converts hope that membership in the Church will exempt them from the racial laws, but actually the Vatican has not yet succeeded in persuading Fascism to recognize the Church creed of brotherhood in Catholicism despite racial origin. This is still a point of major divergence between the Church and the State.

One result of the situation is that a number of full-blooded Jewish Catholics are considered "Aryans" while members of their families are regarded under the laws as Jews.

One of the racial decrees specifies that "Aryanization" may be achieved by proving illegitimacy as a consequence of a mother's relations with an "Aryan." Since no one wants to reflect against his mother's morality, there have been many cases of unearthing transgressions on the part of long-buried grandmothers.

Italian Jewish communities have been severely affected by the present situation. Under a Government decree all Jews are compelled to give a proportion of their income to the Jewish Community. The numerous withdrawals, therefore, have severely affected the Community's income at a time when relief demands have become most urgent.

There has also been a wave of conversions among foreign Jews here, one reason being that conversion often means a possibility to escape overseas through the help of the Church. The Vatican has received 3,000 immigration visas to Brazil, many of which will be allotted to converts. The Church also frequently aids those awaiting visas.

ITALIAN JEWS INDENIFIED FOR AIR RAID LOSSES

ROME, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Italian Jews who have incurred losses as a result of air raids are being indemnified without discrimination, it was learned today. Petitions for compensation by Jews of Tripoli, submitted after a bomb fell in the Jewish quarter of that city, were immediately approved by the Colonial Ministry.

JEWS IN NAZI-HELD AREAS AIDED WITHOUT BENEFIT TO REICH ECONOMY

NEW YORK, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Emergency assistance is being extended to large sections of 2,900,000 Jews in Nazi-held areas without benefiting the German economy, it was announced today by the United Jewish Appeal.

Through a financial clearance arrangement, no American dollars have ever been sent into German territory by the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, a participant in the U.J.A. Funds are made available in marks or zlotys to relief committees for the J.D.C. program in Germany and Poland, by Jews emigrating to other parts of the world. In turn, the J.D.C. pays transportation fees for these refugees to steamship companies outside of Germany.

(Continued on reverse side)
NAZIS REPORT YUGOSLAVIA PLANS DRASTIC CURB ON JEWS

ZURICH, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- The German wireless, pressing its campaign to spread anti-Semitism in south-eastern Europe, reported today that the Yugoslavian Government was preparing "a drastic legal measure to break Jewish influence in Yugoslavia," as part of which "many Jews will be deprived of Yugoslavian citizenship."

CRACOW JEWS TOLD TO GO TO WARSAW, OTHER LARGE CITIES

GENEVA, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- The 65,000 Jews ordered by the Nazi authorities to leave Cracow have been urged to go to Warsaw and other large cities, the Krakauer Zeitung reports.

Transport facilities have been reportedly offered the Jews by the Nazis and the first to leave will be bachelors, followed successively by young girls and families. The Journal de Geneve last week reported that 10,000 of the 65,000 Jews ordered to depart will be permitted to remain to prevent a commercial dislocation in Cracow.

GUSTAVE KAHN, FRENCH POET, OTHERS ARRIVE IN LISBON

LISBON, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Gustave Kahn, the French poet, Mme. Kate Knopfmacher of the Geneva bureau of the World Jewish Congress, Emile Dreyfuss and Max Nussbaum are among those who arrived here today.

Suzanne Blum has sailed for the United States and Pierre Lazareff, former editor of the Paris-Soir, and Dalio, the film actress, for Mexico aboard the S.S. Quanza, via New York, among a party of 100 Jewish refugees en route to Mexico, Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic, 50 of whom were assisted to emigrate by the HIAS-ICA Emigration Association.

Herbert Katzki, of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, has returned to Lisbon after a survey of the position of Jews in unoccupied France. Bernard Melamed, secretary of the HIAS-ICA, is shortly proceeding to London.

RABBI GRODZIENSKI DEAD IN LITHUANIA AT 78

WILNO, Lithuania, Aug. 11. (JTA) -- Funeral services were held today for Chief Rabbi Chaim Oser Grodzienski, known as the Wilner Gaon (Sage of Wilno) and dean of the orthodox rabbinate, who died suddenly yesterday at the age of 78.

In recent months Rabbi Grodzienski had been active in relief work for Polish Jewish refugees. As long ago as last February a Palestine immigration certificate was reserved for him, but he did not avail himself of it. He was honorary president of the Federation of Agudist Organizations in the Baltic region, formed last year.